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Following Zee’s definition of a tensor, it is an object that transforms under

a rotation according to

T ′ij =RikRj`T k` (1)
where the rotation matrix R (N) has the properties

RTR= I

detR= 1
(2)

RT is the transpose of R and I is the identity matrix, so that

RT =R−1 (3)

INVARIANT SYMBOLS

The Kronecker delta δij is an invariant tensor defined by

δij =

{
1 if i= j

0 if i 6= j
(4)

Under a tensor transformation, we have,using 2

δ′ij =RikRj`δk` (5)

=RikRjk (6)

=Rik
(
RT
)kj

(7)

= δij (8)

Thus δij is invariant under a tensor transformation.
Another invariant symbol is the totally antisymmetric tensor εijk...n de-

fined by the conditions that
(1) ε123...N = 1.
(2) Swapping any two indices changes the sign. So ε213...N =−ε123...N =
−1 and so on.
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(3) As a result of rule 2, if any two indices are equal, as in ε121...N , the
symbol is zero.

To see how this symbol behaves under a tensor transformation, we need
the definition of the determinant of a matrix R (see Zee’s review of linear
algebra, for example). In N dimensions, we have

εijk...nRipRjqRkr . . .Rns = εpqr...s detR (9)
Here, ε has N indices, and there are N factors of R on the LHS.

Because of 2, a rotation matrix has detR = 1, so we have for rotation
matrices

εijk...nRipRjqRkr . . .Rns = εpqr...s (10)
Thus the invariant symbol εijk...n is invariant under a tensor transformation.

Note that this relation requires the rows of R to be in the correct order so
that detR= 1 is satisfied. For example, in 2 dimensions

R=

[
cosθ sinθ
−sinθ cosθ

]
(11)

and detR= cos2 θ+ sin2 θ = 1. If we swap rows to get

R′ =

[
−sinθ cosθ
cosθ sinθ

]
(12)

then we have detR′ =−sin2 θ−cos2 θ=−1. R′ is not a rotation matrix, so
doesn’t qualify as a tensor transformation.

Example 1. We can verify 10 for N = 2. In this case, R is given by 11 and

ε=

[
0 1
−1 0

]
(13)

Then

ε′11 =R11R11ε11 +R11R21ε12 +R21R11ε21 +R21R21ε22 (14)
= 0− cosθ sinθ+ sinθ cosθ+0 (15)
= 0 (16)

ε′12 =R11R12ε11 +R11R22ε12 +R21R12ε21 +R21R22ε22 (17)

= 0+ cos2 θ+ sin2 θ+0 (18)
= 1 (19)

and so on for the other two components.
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DUAL TENSORS

Consider an antisymmetric rank-2 tensor Aij = −Aji. We can define
another tensor by the product

Bk...n ≡ εijk...nAij (20)

where there is an implied sum over both i and j on the RHS. Because εijk...n

is antisymmetric, swapping any pair of indices in the range k . . .n changes
the sign of εijk...nAij , so Bk...n is also totally antisymmetric. In N dimen-
sions, εijk...n has N indices, so Bk...n has N −2 indices.

We can check that Bk...n is a tensor by seeing how it transforms. We
have, since εijk...n is invariant:

B′k...n = εijk...nRipRjqApq (21)

We can now use 2 in the form
(
RT
)ij
Rjk = δik and multiply 10:

εijk...nRipRjqRkr . . .Rns
(
RT
)ak

. . .
(
RT
)bn

= εpqr...s
(
RT
)ak

. . .
(
RT
)bn

(22)

εijk...nRipRjqδar . . . δbs = εpqr...sRka . . .Rnb (23)

εijk...nRipRjq = εpqr...sRkr . . .Rns (24)

To get the last line, we set a= r and b= s on both sides due to the Kronecker
deltas. Insert this into 21:

B′k...n = εpqr...sRkr . . .RnsApq (25)

=Rkr . . .Rns [εpqr...sApq] (26)

=Rkr . . .RnsBr...s (27)

Thus Bk...n transforms like a tensor. The tensors A and B are dual to each
other.

Dual tensors.We didn’t actually use the fact that Aij in 20 is antisymmetric in this
derivation, but in fact the definition of a dual tensor makes sense only for
antisymmetric tensors. If we used a symmetric tensor Sij = Sji, then con-
tracting it with the antisymmetric symbol as in εijk...nSij always gives zero,
since

εijk...nSij =−εjik...nSji =−εijk...nSij (28)
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In the first equality, we used εjik...n = −εijk...n and Sji = Sij , and in the
last equality we relabelled the summed indices by swapping i↔ j. Thus
εijk...nSij equals its own negative, so must be zero.

A general tensor can always be split into symmetric and antisymmetric
parts, as in

T ij =
1
2
(
T ij +T ji

)
+

1
2
(
T ij−T ji

)
(29)

so calculating the dual of T ij gives a non-zero result only for the antisym-
metric part.
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